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Preface

This report describes a current recording
instrument designed and developed under Contract
N6onr-277, Task Order One, with the Office of
Naval Research.

The need has long been felt for an instru-
ment that could be set at a particular location
in the ocean to continuously record the net flow
of water over a long period of time. This instru-
ment was designed and built using several unique
ideas in means of measurement and construction.

Arthur A. Klebba

June 1, 1951
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Principle of Operation

This instrument was designed to record and retain
approximately one year of ocean current data. The record-
ing is on 16 millimeter motion picture film with small
photographs of the compass face indicating the direction
of the instrument. A direction vane is provided so that
alignment of the instrument with the current takes place
readily. Each picture indicates the passage of 500 turns
of the propeller. In order that the full surface of the
film be used, the pictures are placed vertically as well
as on the horizontal time axis. Figure one illustrates a
block diagram of the instrument and the method of utiliz-
ing the complete surface of the film.

Method of Recording

Referring to the block diagram, the revolution
counter sends an electrical signal to the compass assem-
bly resulting in a timed illumination of the compass face.
The camera lens is placed about ten inches from the com-
pass and forms a small image of the compass face on the
film. The film moves at the rate of one eighth inch per
hour, and the same clockwork used for the film movement
is used to oscillate the lens crosswise on the film. The
result of this lens motion is to displace the image formed
by the lens. The lens is constructed to move slowly down,
as indicated by the dark lines and arrows at the lower part
of the figure. Actually the movement of the lens is verti-
cal but movement of the film in the meantime makes the ob-
vious slant movement represented by the heavy lines.

Each hour the lens is made to traverse in the opposite
direction in a fraction of a second, as denoted by the fine
line and arrow. Insignificant film movement takes place in
this interval.

For illustration: a synthetic section of record is
sketched on the same page, with the path from picture to
picture indicated. Regardless of the vertical position on
the film, the horizontal distance between each picture can
be converted to the time interval between successive pie-
tures. A scale can be used to convert the distance directly
into the value of current when the record is projected on a
viewing screen.
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General Appearance

Figure two illustrates an outer view of the instrument
with the inner parts shown in the relative positions they
occupy in the case. The camera case has been removed and
is not shown. The upper ball bearing swivel is shown. The
lower swivel is usually bolted to the bottom of the yoke
which is attached to the instrument body at two ball bearing
races. Monel balls are usedOin the swivels as at the yoke
support points. The ball races are bronze, but an Everdur
casting is intended to replace this construction.

Figure three shows an outline view and the parts lay-
out, with some parts shown in section.

Compass

Figure four illustrates the compass used in the current
recorder. It is a standard Bendix B16 aircraft compass.
The usual means of illuminating the face is inadequate for
photography and is removed. A Formica block forms a mount-
ing for an assembly of six "grain of wheat" lamp bulbs. These
are connected in a series parallel circuit so that each lamp
receives three volts. If one lamp burns out, the two lamps
near it burn slightly brighter than before the burnout
occurre,. The compass has EW and NS compensations which are
acbessible when the light assembly is removed.

All magnets and magnetic materials are located at the
other end of the instrument, and adjustment of the compass
is easily accomplished before installation in the instrument.

Revolution Counter

This portion of the instrument is intended to provide
an electrical signal of fixed duration for each 500 revolu-
tions of the propeller. An enclosed ring magnet attached to
the propeller is coupled magnetically to a similar magnet
inside the case which is shown in Figure five.

Energy from the propeller is used to trip a switch and
this amount of energy required is distributed over 500 pro-
peller revolutions. The ring shaped magnet inside the case
and on this assembly, is mounted on its symmetric axis with
a shaft using two ball bearings. Attached to this shaft is
a small 6 tooth spur pinion. The pinion engages a 60 tooth
spur gear which is connected to a single thread worm. The
worm drives a 50 tooth worm gear upon which is mounted a
spiral cam. A micro switch is installed so that its lever
engages the cam and is spring loaded to allow the switch to
be in a normally open position. The shaft supporting the
micro switch is connected to a gear sector which engages a
ratio gear and in turn a gear with an inertia wheel. This
set of gears acts as an escapement.
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In operation, the spiral cam rotates proportionally
to the propeller speed and slowly moves the switch lever
and switch cam, causing the escapement gears to turn. As
the cam reaches the maximum deflection the switch lever
drops. The gears attached to the switch must return to
their initial position because of their spring loading.
The lever of the switch is in the closed position during
the interval of return and voltage is applied to the com-
pass lights for this time.

Camera

Figure six illustrates four views of the camera
assembly. The basic timer used is an electrically wound
clock movement. Originally it was driven by a 48 hour
spring, but this has been removed in addition to all parts
transmitting spring torque to the hour wheel.

Clock Movement

A new main spring and. spring barrel are used in the
timer. A small six volt DC geared motor has its output
shaft connected to the main spring with the outer end of
the spring anchored to the hour gear. The hour gear
meshes with a similar gear which has a cam mounted to raise
a micro switch lever 50 percent of the time, and lower the
switch 50 percent of the time. A similar cam and micro
switch are installed on the motor shaft. Initially it is
wound a few turns. The two micro switches are single pole,
double throw, and are connected in the usual double switch
manner. That is, if either switch is thrown when the motor
is off the motor will run, and if either switch is thrown
when the motor is running it will stop. In this manner the
hour wheel will throw the lever either up or down, and the
motor will run until its cam has done the opposite movement
to its micro switch. This winding operation occurs each
half hour, and 200 milliamperes is drawn for two seconds from
the battery supply each winding period. The rate of the
clock is set by a stroboscopic light source whch illuminates
the balance wheel at the rate of 112 times per minute.

Battery Supply

Two banks each of six series connected cells are used
in parallel to drive the motor for rewinding. The cells
are of the mercury type and the total capacity of the bank
is 6400 milliampere hours. These cells have a shelf life
of several years. A similar set of cells is used to supply
power for the compass lighting.
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Lens Motion

A shaft rotating once per hour runs from the clock
movement to the lens and is termed the "BLur Shaft". It
turns a single thread worm whioh engages the 30 tooth
worm gear connected to the film timing spool. At the ex-
treme end of the shaft a spiral cam is mounted which is
called the "Lens raising cam". The purpose of this cam
is to move the lens crosswise to the film as previously
described. It is a linear spiral cam rotating to raise
the lens mount assembly evenly during the hour and drop
it quickly. In reading the film it appears that the
image slowly lowers and then raises quickly, due to the
fact that an inverted image results on the film.

Film Timing Spool

The spool is used instead of a sprocket to obtain
smooth film travel. It turns once each 30 hours and moves
the film one-eighth inch per hour. Two grooves in the
spool contain "0" rings which provide traction on the film.
The assembly turns on a spring loaded ball bearing so no
irregular movements can occur once the slack is taken up
on the worm gear. A spring loaded roller bears on the
film, holding it well against the "0" rings.

Film Take-up

Power for the film take-up is provided by the motor
shaft which projects through the clock movement and termi-
nates in a small pulley made of a grooved hub with two "0"
rings to provide traction on a spring belt. The belt con-
nects this pulley to a larger one which is at the lower end
of the shaft which passes through the film reels and turns
the lower reel. The top reel, which is the supply reel,
uses this shaft to rotate upon, but does not turn with it.
For each winding period the motor shaft turns one half revo-
lution and the spring belt slips on a larger pulley for over
travel. During the interval of film transport the "spring"
in the belt serves to take up one sixteenth inch of film
sent through by the film timing spool.

Film

Eastman Kodak Linagraph Ortho film has been found
satisfactory for this recording. It can be used with a
red light in the darkroom and offers excellent contrast
for the image of the compass face. It has been found
possible to use other 16 mm films that are available with
standard photographic development. The cost of the Lina-
graph film is less and does not include factory develop-
ment. A negative image is formed, black image on a light
background.



Film Magazines

These are standard 100 foot open reels. Light exclu-
sion is dependent upon the camera case. All film treading
must be done in the darkroom with the camera and case. The
top reel is the supply reel and the line of film in brought
to base plate level by passing it through an inclined stirrup.
The take-up reel is engaged to the shaft passing through the
center of both reels.

Lens

Three inexpensive plane convex lens elements are used
to obtain the short focal length necessary for photograph-
ing the compass face. Image quality is sufficient when the
lenses are used at small fixed aperture. Details-of con-
struction are outlined in the appended drawings.

Propeller

This unit consists of five Everdur blades soldered with
Sutectio 1806 so~der to an Everdur hub. The hub has 60 de-
gree cones on eadh end which form the pivot. Five sapphire
balls are used in races of rectangular cross section. The
blades are made by cutting trapezoidal sections and then re-
rolling the blades in a sheet metal roller. The axis of the
roller is inclined from the central axis of the blade. The
present construction is described in the drawings of the
appendix. Other angles of displacement and curvature could
be constructed for numerous degrees sensitivity of the instru-
ment. The propeller assembly can be removed and another put
in its pljoe in a few minutes.

Ring Magnet

The magnetic coupling of the propeller and revolution
counter is accomplished by mounting one magnet on the pro-
peller outside the case, and one inside the case. Alnico VI
is used, and the direction of the magnetization is across the
diameter of the magnet. This particular grade of Alnico is
intended for large air gap use, and lends itself very well for
this application. The external magnet is encased In brass,
using "0" ring seals. The magnet is soldered to a ring shaped
cavity-and the cover is put in place, after which the lips of
the case are burnished to retain the sealing ring. The chamber
is evacuated and filled with oil. The magnet in the main
pressure case has its inside diameter ground so a brass disc
can be soldered in. The disc is then machined and balancing
is done in assembly. The gap between magnes is about one inch.
This large gap allows a thick pressure case in addition to wide
-tolerances in construction.



Swivels

These are made with bronze or Everdur races using Monel
balls. The races are in contact with the balls only while
tension is on the chain or line attached to the shackles.
Electrical insulation is provided on each swivel so that
steel equipment can be attached to the instrument without
corrosion occurring.

Tail Fin

A flat sheet of Everdur with bracing angles form the
tail fins and allows alignment with the current within a
few seconds at current values of 1/10 knot.

Pressure Case

The case is madq of sections of brass tubing and valve
bronze castings. The material used is the common 85-5-5-5
alloy using copper, zinc, tin and lead. Zverdur was used
for one model but the castings wpre porous when sand cast.
Silver solder is used to join the parts.

This case has been tested to a static head of 500 feet
of water.

Film Record

Figure seven illustrates a section of 16 mm film rec-
ord which has been photographically developed and placed in
a film viewer. It will be noticed that for weak currents
the "sawtooth" pattern of recording is not apparent. The
direction of the current is the compass reading, and the
current is inversely proportional to the distance between
the pictures. For a particular instrument and viewer a
small scale could be placed directly on the ground glass to
compute velocity.

Field Disassembly

Figure eight illustrates the disassembly required for
removing the camera and light tight case for darkroom devel-
opment of the film. Eight screws are provided to attach the
locking rings in place. When these are removed the rings
can be pulled off. An added safety device is provided in
the form of a pipe plug in the nose of the instrument. In
the event a case leak occurs when the instrament has been sub-
merged for a long time at great depths, air pressure can build
up within the case. The "0" ring seal could act as a piston
and the plug is provided o release the pressure if it exists.
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Three Allen head set screws hold the forward end of
the camera in place. The other end fits in a ring which
is soldered to the inside of the brass tubing of the
pressure case. Banana type plugs connect the electrical
circuit of the compass and the counter unit. No electri-
cal connection is made to the circuit of the camera but
the camera carries a single conductor for its length with
connections at each end. During removal of the camera one
plug is removed from the camera after the mechanical shutter
is closed on the camera case. The plug from the camera to
the counter forms another anchor point for the camera.

Method of Mooring

Figure nine illustrates a proposed mooring system for
the current recorder. It is, essentially, the mooring sys-
tem used to obtain the record of figure seven. The suspen-
sion buoy is 21 inches in diameter and is sufficient to hold
the instrument with a taut suspension chain. A larger buoy
may have to be used where corrosion will be encountered and
heavier gauge metal is used. The present buoy weighs 30
pounds and displaces 175 pounds of water. With the present
design it is necessary to have the buoy in the same flow as
the instrument so the simple gimbal has its sides vertical.
If the buoy and the instrument are greatly separated a com-
pound gimbal would be necessary.

Temperature Recorder

The clock movement of the current recorder is used in
the temperature recorder. The purpose of this movement is
to transport a 2" by 3" smoked glass slide by means of a lead
screw. With reference to figures ten and eleven, a small
pinion driven by the hour wheel engages a compound gear which
in turn drives the lead screw gear. A nut on the lead screw
has a projection extending through the base plates and pushes
the glass slide. The slide is guided and retained by a
milled straight edge. The slide is also retained on the oppo-
site side by a series of buttons which are spring loaded. A
complicated slide is thus eliminated. Temperature variations
are transmitted thermally through the brass case end to a ther-
mal element consisting of a liquid filled capillary and Bourdon
tube. A stylus connected to the Bourdon tube makes a tempera-
ture vs. time trace on the smoked slide for 500 days. The
usual range of sea temperatures will result in a one inch de-
flection--however, the mechanical operation at low temperature
has not been investigated. The outer case is constructed of
brass tubing with a double "0" ring seal at the cap. A steel
mooring U bolt is electrically insulated from the case by a
Nioarta fitting.
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Summary

A current recorder to be used over a long period must
necessarily be made to withstand the corrosion for this
time. For this reason all exposed parts of this instru-
ment are at least 1/16 inch thick. Heavier instrument weight
and high propeller inertia result. The propeller owes its
extreme sensitivity to the use of ball bearings instead of
conventional pivots which have been found to wear over short
periods and result in change of calibration.1 At some depths
seaweed will catch in the propeller. However, no actual stop-
page has occurred. A redesign In favor of a propeller simi-
lar to that used on the Roberts' radio current meter would be
an advantage.

The present instrument hasthe upper limit of approxi-
mately 2 knots without superimposing compass images. The
propeller may be changed to read higher velocities with a
sacrifice of data points for weaker currents. It appears
that choice of calibration or instrument should be made for
a particular location.

We have found it necessary to select micro switches for
the clock winding circuit by means of mechanically moving
the switch lever and mechanically counting this movement ver-
sus an electrical counter operated by the micro switch.

The motor used for the recorder must be disassembled
and the commutator and brushes polished to make positive con-
tact previous to installation. Some tests are being made
with a silicone compound on these variable contacts. Motors
stored for a length of time must be disassembled and the parts
repolished.

A clockwork wound by a pulse with the actuating arm form-
ing the electrical contadt is being considered.

The film record is intended to be read on a projector with
a ground glass screen. The present image is black on a light
background, and it may be an improvement to use 'reversible film
or white image on a black background. This usually results in
the film being processed outside the local facilities

It has not been feasible to tow the complete Instrument
for over-all calibration. Tests on the propeller assembly show
a nearly linear curve from 1/20 to 1 knot.

1 Les Mesures Direotes des Courants Marn; M. V. Romanaky,
Annales Hydrographiques, 1949

2 Hydrographic Manual U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1942,
Section 477, page 416.
Roberts Radio Current Meter Mod. II Operating Manual, Capt.
B. B. Roberts, U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, revised 1950.
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PARTS LIST

I. CASE AND MOUNTINGS
1. nose piece, 85-5-5-5 bronze
2. forward seotion body tube
3. male junction ring, 85-5-5-5 bronze
4. female Junction ring, 85-5-5-5 bronze
5. main body tube
6. tail piece and inboard bearing, 85-5-5-5 bronze
7. propeller guard and outer bearing support
S. outer bearing support
9. outer bearing

10. bearing look nut
11. olamping band
12. mooring hanger axle
13. axle bearing cone
14. axle look nut
15. hanger barrel
16. haeger clamp
17. hanger side member
18. hanger end member
19. mooring swivel body
20. swivel end plate and outer ball race
21. swiver inner ball race
22. mooring swivel nut
23. mooring swivel shank
24. swivel insulating blook
25. mooring swivel U bolt
26. insulating block bolt
27. propeller hub
28. propeller blade
29. propeller magnet case
30. iipet case end ring

II. REVOLUTION COUNTER

1. mounting flnge
2. base plate and bracket
3. bearing pillar
4. bearing pillar
5. counter shaft
6. main drive shaft
7. shaft oollar for counter shaft
8. shaft collar for main drive shaft
9. counter shaft spur gear

10. cam drive worm gear
11. worm gear support
12. worm gear shaft
13. switch cam
14. switch support
15. switch mounting plate
16. switch shaft
17. escapement seotor
18. esoapement spring
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19. spring clamp
20. escapement gear
21. escapement fly wheel
22. spindle for fly wheel
23. spindle for escapement gear
24. magnet mounting flange
25. driven counter magnet
26. Birnbach giant plug
27. insulating collar
28. insulating washer
29. wire leader

III CAMERA AND COMPASS PARTS

1. camera base plate
2. film spool spindle
3. spindle bearing
4. look nut for spindle bearing
5. spindle drive pulley
6. drive belt guide support
7. belt guide bar
8. belt drive pulley
9. traction ring for belt drive pulley

10. film guide spool
11. spindle for film guide spool
12. film guide post
13. film drive spool
14. bearing for film drive spool
15. look ring
16. traction ring for film drive spool
17. drive spool shaft
18. drive spool thrust spring
19. spring thrust collar
20. film drive worm gear
21. film gate
22. film backing plate
23. pressure roller
24. roller shaft
25. pressure roller yoke
26. yoke pivot
27. pressure springs
28. spring bearing post
29. shaft collar
30. film and lens drive shaft
31. shaft bearing pillar
32. lens lifting cam
33. lens adjusting ring
34. lena carrier guide
35. lens carrier bed
36. lens carrier
37. carrier return spring clip
38. carrier return spring
39. carrier lifting finger
40. film supply and take-up spool
41. camera end plate



42. clock mounting plate
43. film guide
44. film spool spacer
4 5 insulating washers
4 motor and battery plate
47. #400 Birnbaoh banana plug
48. Jack plate support
49. Jack mounting plate
50. j399 Birnbach Jack
51. inoulating'washrs for #399 Birnbach Jack
52. look nut for #399 Birnbaoh Jack
53. chassis spacer
54. chassis spacer
55. chassis spacer
56. chassis spacer
57. camera bed rail
58. battery clamp
59. camera bed rail
60. winding switch cam
61. spring shaft hub
62. motor and spring shaft ends
63. motor and spring shaft coupling
.64. clock winding motor
65. spring barrel hub and gear
66. spring barrel cylinder
67. spring retainer
68. clock main spring
69. main shaft drive gear and switch cam
70. camera case tube
71. camera case mounting lug
72. camera case end plate
73. camera case handle
74. case aperture shutter
75. shutter spring
76. insulating collar
77. camera case aperture shield
78. comb. plug and Jack camera case connector
79. insulating washer
80. Bendix aircraft compass
81. compass light bank base
82. compass light shield
83. compass light reflector
84. 6 lamp light bank socket
85. compass mounting ring
86. compass light bank connector
87. 6 volt instrument bulb
88. battery olamr for nose piece
89. battery mounting lug
90. lens adjusting wrench
91. lens barrel
92. lens spaoer and aperture
93. lens aperture
94. lens retaining ring
95. lens retaining spring
96. camera lens
97. camera drive circuit
98. compass lighting circuit
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